morals that would prevent him
from marrying every woman he
falls in love with and consequently leaving her. The women
Don Juan seduces in this play
are Elvira (Susannah Clifford),
Charlotte (Gretchen Schoppert),
and Mathurine (Deborah Bliss),
and we get the impression that
he has loved many more in the
past. Don Juan is a timeless character obsessed with the most basic
of human urges.
Other characters in the play
are Gusman (Matt Moore), Don

Trinity srudejils^'ftf1 the' '"1%0Y>
The upi'om'iig production ot |>
Juan will, iiccorcling xc girectpr
Leonardo Shapiro.
«|^f
The plaj is the sroiy oftPon
Juan, pla>(d, by k u n
who feels that tiffed
are falling in 1<JVC
quest of women
dismay of his
(Ken Festa). Don
ist and is nut guided
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New Regulations Drawn
Op For Student Groups
by Andrew P. Yurkovsky
New regulations that define the
nature of undergraduate organizations and set forth the requirements for their recognition by the
College have been drawn up by
Vice President Thomas A. Smith
and members of his staff. The
new.regulations are J
system, which
called for "increased mutual accountability and institutional coherence."

interests of the College to do so."
In order to receive College recognition, an organization is required to draw up a constitution
that includes information about
the group's purpose, its governing structure, the criteria for
membership, and the procedures
for recruitment of members. In
addition, each organization pausx

ternities and sororities. The regulations state the means by which
.such organizations' may seek exemption from the College rule
that prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sex. In May of this
year, the Trustees voted to allow
organizations to petition the
President of the College for ex-

of its leaders as Well as a budget
and a calendar of activities for
the following year.

The new regulations include a c
section pertaining specifically to j |
fraternity/sorority membership 3
activities. Uniform procedures for |
rushing and pledging are put ^
forth, and fraternities and so- •£
rorities are required to provide o

- ' -rt

While they apply to all undergraduate organizations, the
regulations also include requirements specifically aimed at such
exclusive organizations as fra-

Under the new regulations, the
College reserves the right "to
deny or withdraw recognition
when it is deemed in the best

continued on page 3

Penny Perkins hangs out with a friejid at Saturday's game.

The Scope Of Administrative
Posts Examined In Detail
by Gregory O. Davis
Contributing Editor

|
|

Students enjoy the fall weather and the weekend sports activities.

Security A. Positive Note
by Stephen Balon
Staff Writer
"You always have to be positive," claims Michael Schweighoffer, director of Trinity Security
for five years. While this article
• was originally meant to deal with
student crime, Schweighoffer admits there have been very few
incidents of this type. The only;
cases of crime have been alcohol-"
related; vandalism , for the most
part, but this statistic has decreased noticeably in the past two
years. Security cannot differen-

;

tiate between student crime and
outside crime, but they do know
that1 when crimes have been committed, there has usually been a
report of a suspicious outsider in
the area.
There are a few contributing;
factors to recent thefts on campus. "If students keep doors and
windows locked, the chances of
them being a victim are slight,"
says Schweighoffer. Criminals are
going to search for the point of
weakest resistance. He also .cited
continued on page 7

When it comes to control over
students who presides? This article attempts to illustrate which
administrators have power when
it conies to governing students.This week we hear from Paula
Chu-Richardson, Assistant Dean
of Students, Wayne Gorlick-Asmus, Advisor for Student Af-

fairs, and Kristina Dow, Director
of Residential Services.
Ms. Chu-Richardson states that
the Office of the Dean of Students deals primarily with students as individuals, handling
discipline and Student disputes.
As a guidline for carrying on the
affairs of the Dean's Office the
Handbook is used, particularly
the Student Guidlines which were
recently revamped. When it

comes to the voice of the student
Chu-Richardson asserts that the
avenues for students to express
themselves are not very strong.
Equally important,, according to
Chu-Richardson, is that attitude
of the students in their attempts
to get their voices heard. She
believes that students too often
take a back- seat and let others,,
continued oh page 3

Student Union Idea Features
Big Changes In Structure
by Floyd Higgins
Senior Staff Writer
With the memory of Unified
Thought and attempts at student
union still strong, Wayne Gorlick-Asmus, Student Affairs Advisor, has introduced a proposal
to the SGA to reorganize the
current government and put into
effect a system of a "student
advocacy", which he labels the
Student Union.
At a special SGA meeting at
which he outlined the structure
of the new organization, GorlickAsmus moved away from the
term "government" because,

the entire student body at the
service of which is a corpos of
about 30 people. These 30, in
addition to their membership in
either the executive: or general
councils, would each serve on one
of the various committees which
handles the. administrative work
of the. Student Union. These are
the Student Union Treasury, the
Mather Board of Governors, the
are identical.
•;.:••'
.•.'•;
Credentials Committee and the
The- proposed major changes
Transportation and; Outreach
involved fall .under four headCommittees.
'
ings:- delegation of duties, type
of representation, calendar- oriRepresentation
entation and general student vote,. :•'
The:modes through which the
Delegation of duties
The Student Union consists of
continued on page 3

"you do not govern any one or
any thing other than SGA members and the methods by which
you operate." Nonetheless; the
structure and purpose of the pro- „
posed Student Union did not differ drastically from the present
SGA; aside from minor: language
differences, the stated purposes
of both SGA and Student Union •;.-
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Calendar
T 10/ w 10/
25

Town-Gown Lecture Series: Visions of America:
"The Vision of America in
the Eisenhower Years," by
John Chatfield. Goodwin
Theater, AAC at noon. Students, Faculty.and Staff admitted free to lecture only.

Lecture: "Philosophy and
the Art of Writing," by Professor Berel Lang, Professor
of Philosophy and Humanities at SUNY Albany .The
lecture will be held at 4:00
pm, 70 Yernon St,, in. the.
Seminar Room. All are invited to attend.
Lecture: "Laser Deceleration and Cooling of Neutral
Atoms," by Professor Harold Metcalf of SUNY-Stony
: Brook. In McCook Math
Physics Center in Room 204
at•4:00. pm..
Duo Dance Repertory:
performed
by Christian
Swenson and Helen Walkely.
In Seabury 47, at 7:30 pm..

26

Department.

•. •

Trinity Theater: " D o n
Juan," by Moliere. Directed
by
Leonard
Shapiro.
Through Oct. 29, Nov. 3-6.
Call 527-8062 for more information.

Btmme wcer-to we ROCK

s

10/
30

Cinestudio: "By Design,"
7:30; "Eu Te A m o , " 9:15.
Lecture: "The Italian Preserve in Colonial Virginia,"
by Professor Glenn Weaver.
McCook Aud. at 4:30 pm.

Cinestudio:
"Exposed,"
:30; "Flashdance," 9:25.

Cinestudio:
"Exposed,"
7:30; "Falshdance," 9:25.

Take advantage of the opportunity to meet with representatives of a variety of business and
professional schools when they
;
visit the campus, Information and
sign-up sheets are available in the
Career Counseling Office. The
following is^ a list of organizations that will visit Trinity during'.
the week of Nov. 7 through Nov.
11. Juniors and Seniors are encouraged to meet with any
schools that interest them.
11/7 Univ.. of Connecticut Master of Public Affairs Program
New York Univ. School of Law.
11/8 Univ. of Chicago Graduate
School of Business
11/9 U.S. Air Force

Williams College - Myslic Seaport Program: Representatives of
this program in American Maritime Studies will be on campus
on Monday, Nov. 7, at 7:30 pm
in the Alumni Lounge to talk
with interested students.
Twelve College Exchange:
Dean John S. Waggett, Associate
Administrative Dean, is overseeing the program this year. Catalogs for appropriate colleges are
still located in the Registrar's Office. Applications, which are due
by the start of Christmas vacation, may be obtained in Williams 232.
The representative from
the CORO Foundation's Fellowship Program in Public Affairs
is willing to see any students who
were not able to attend his information session on Oct. 1.2.
Drop by the Career Counseling
Office for more information.
There will be a general meeting
of The Computer User's Group
on Friday Oct. 28 at 3:30. The
meeting will be held in Hallden
120. The proposed topic of discussion is the future availability
of Computing facilities and services at Trinity. Students from the
Humanites are encouraged to attend, as a representative from
this discipline will be elected to
the Computer
Coordinating
Committee at. this time.

PERF0RMRS...
Lee McGee, Priest Associate of
the Chapel 1981-83, will preach
and celebrate the eucharist at the
Sunday morning chapel service
10:30 a.m. October 30. Because
of an increased workload at Yale
Divinity School, she has been
forced to give up her position at
the Trinity chapel. She plans to
return occasionally and will be
here this Sunday.

s

10/
29

Cinestudio:
"Exposed,"
7:30; "Flashdance," 9:25.

M

10/
31

Film: "The Social Life of
Small Urban Places." In
McCook Aud. at 1:30 pm.
Free.

Lecture: "Risk and Reward: Implications for Portfolio Management," by
Professor William Schwerl,
Univ. of Rochester. Boyer
Aud. LSC at 8 pm.

Meeting: Student Organization Presidents and Chairpersons. In Mather Dining
Hall at 9:00 pm. Discussion
of new regulations for Student Organizations.
Lecture: North-South Relations in the U.N.," by Professor Pierre-Henri Laurent
of Tufts University. Hamlin
Hall 7 pm.

Talk to Those Who've Been
There! The office' of Foreign
Study Advising will host a meeting from 7:30 pm to 9:30 pm on
Oct. 25th in the Alumni Lounge,
MatherCampus Center. Those
students interested in studying
Trinity College Library Bookabroad are urged to come and
sale is Wednesday, Thursday, and
speak to those who have re.Friday, Nov. 2,3,and 4 in the
turned.
Library Lobby.

If'5 m 316 PfiH! MU6/C MY/
--U5"feSIN(t MY! ANP SIMPLY

10/
28

Cinestudio: "Exposed,"
7:30; "Flashdance," 9:25.

Cinestudio: "Mr. Hulot's
Holiday," 7:30; "The Big
Deal on Madonna Street,"
9:10.

Legislative Internship Program: Anyone interested in the
Trinity College Legislative In-,
ternship. Program at the State
Capitol in Hartford this spring,
please come to an information
session on Wednesday, Oct. 26
at 4 pm in the Committee Room
of Mather. If you can't make
this meeting, contact Professor
. Yiannakis- in the Political Science

F

Cinestudio: "By Design,"
7:30; "Eu Te A m o , " 9:15.

All Students interested in participating in The Sdidcnl Government Planning Board should
attend the S.G.P.B.'s organizational meeting thurday, Oct. 27
at 4 pm in Mather Dining Hall.
If you can't make this meeting
contact Kevin O'Connor of Dave
Hill.
The World Affairs Association
will be sponsoring its third annual model United Nations conference the weekend of Oct. 2720. Simulations will be held all
day Friday and Saturday. The
following councils will be simulated:
Security Council....Wean Lounge
NATO....Alumni Lounge
National
Security
Council....McCook
Library (Fri.
morning) Faculty Club (Fri.
afternoon and Sat.)
All interested students are encouraged to attend the sessions.
The Trinity; Engineering and
Computing Society announces its
Fall Programing Contest. First
prize is an Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Second prize
is a Cross mechanical pencil, For
more information drop a note in
box 954. Entry deadline is Nov.
25, 1983.
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus: Applications are still being
accepted for participation in Barbieri Center/Rome Campus program for the spring semester '84.
There is space for students who
wish to take advantage of the
traditional curriculm. Infromation and application materials are
available from the secretary in
the IDP Office at 76 Vernon St.
Please apply soon; the deadline
is Nov. 1, 1983.
The French proficiency exam
will be given on Saturday, October 29 at 9 a.m. in the Language Lab. Please take note that
it will be given only once this
semester. It will be given again
in the spring.

CLASSIFIED
Executive Typist currently

working on manuscripts Tor
local college personnel seeks****'
to expand typing services.
Expertise
covers:briefs,
books, manuals, contracts,
resumes, etc. Contact Mrs.
Caruso at 232-9225. Lv. msg.
on tape.
______

OFF-CAMPUS JOBS
United Cerebral Palsy is looking for a Media Relations and
Marketing Assistant. The positions entails: placing advertising
copy with local newspapers, helping.with a design of a new television show, working with the
public in regard to Cerebral Palsy
and helping with volunteer development. 10-12 hours per week,
$4.00/hour. Must be work study
eligible,
Hartford Neighborhood Centers is looking for students to
work as group leaders in an afterschool program. Interest in working with inner-city children essential, 3-5 pm daily. Must be
work study eligible.
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Communication And Hierarchy
In Administration Examined
continued from page 1
make decisions for them. "Sometimes I'd like to light a fire under
some of the students...." she
claims. She sees the new student
guidelines as "a trial to see how
good the students can be." Furthermore, the organizations for
faculty-administration-student interaction are weak. Chu-Richardson claims that Trinity could have
a "tighter community."
When it comes to student organizations, Wayne Gorlick-Asmus is definitely the man in
charge. He presides over student
affairs occurring outside the
classroom, residences, and the
athletic realm. He receives student input from individual chairs
of organizations. Oorlick-Asmus
states, however, that "there is no
student organization guidance office nor a body to coordinate
communications." The SGA as
a source of student input, according to Gorlick-Asmus, is just
"one more organization." It has
"the potential to be the most
important but it hasn't realized
its potential yet." What does

Gorlick-Asmus do to govern student activities? He was responsible for the initial draft of the
new Regulations for Student Organizations which specify how an
organization becomes recognized
and the rules by which an organization must abide. GorlickAsmus is also Director of Mather
Campus Center and, thus, is in
charge of programming for the
building. Currently under discussion is the transition of this responsibility from the SGA
Planning Board to the Mather
Board of Governors. Ultimately
the planning process could be
affected, "according to my whim
and fancy," says Gorlick-Asmus.
He doesn't really have to consult
students. Nor does he have to
seek counsel from administration
to okay his policies. He is primarily accountable to Dean Winer and Vice-President Smith.
Kristina Dow handles all responsibility for students within
residences. She follows the same
guidelines as the Dean of Students Office. Indeed, Ms. Dow
is an agent of the Dean of Students and has the power to render

the same disciplinary actions as
the Dean of Students. What input
does she receive from students?
First, she has the network of RA/
RC's and their personal observations. Second, the RA/RC's
serve as liaisons between residents
and herself. "The RA/RC's
translate bitching of sit-back students into clear criticisms for me
to hear.'' The SGA also has input
to residential matters via the
Housing Advisory CommitteeT
Dow has been able to do what =
she wants with residential matters
with little interference from
administration. When she first 1
became the Director of Housing
'ayne 'Gorlick-Asmus (INUINSI-S his role in the governance of the
she conversed with Dean Winer
college.
and Vice-President Smith. Now
she makes changes by herself.
Her main limitation is budgetary.
"However," she says, "once I've
justified the budget I have a free
continued from page 1
istrative Procedures." According
hand."
to Smith, only the requirements
for information have changed.
These three avenues are the
the College and interested stuSmith stated that the regulamain ways in which the activities
dents information on membertions
are open to revision. He
of students are controlled. It also
ship costs, pledge procedures, and
has distributed copies of the regillustrates just how much,power
membership criteria.
ulations to large campus orgastudents have in determining their
Violation of the new regulanizations and to the fraternities
own fate.
tions is grounds not only for
and sororities, but so far he has
disciplinary action as outlined in
not received any response.
the College Handbook under
"Penalties," but also for withdrawal of College recognition.
According to Vice-President
tional government in which spe' SATAN'S
cial interest groups would tend
Smith, the new regulations grew
WARLOCKS."
to dominate an otherwise demout of the fraternity question as WRCM...
,..WHATCHy/l
ocratic procedure. Gorlick-Aswell as a desire to improve res- WfflONfcOF
UWKIN'flT/
mus felt that the prospect of a
idential life. "When we began to
\
special interest group "railroaddig into the fraternity question,
ing through" a given proposal
we found that we had little inand the resulting radical backlash
formation about organizations in
might not be an unhealthy pogeneral, stated Smith. "We also
litical atmospheres,-as opposed to
need to be much more clear about
the apathy currently in vogue
what recognition means."
among many Trinity students.
Smith pointed out that the new
At present, the Student Union
regulations are not a radical deis still in the proposal stages and
parture from last year's regulaits finer points remain to be
tions: " A couple of years ago
worked out before it even reaches
we said to fraternities, 'You're
the SGA agenda. Speculation
under our rules and regulations.'
about the proposal's future is
That was the critical time for
most negative. SGA critics cite
m... a lorm
fraternities."
vendettas against the AdminisGOT CORPORATE
In the 1981-82 Handbook, the
tration and against Gorlick-AsSPONSORS/..,
College specifically outlines its
7
RMJO/L.
mus in "imposing" this idea on
jurisdiction over fraternities. Esthe SGA. Furthermore, SGA
sentially these rules have not
members might instinctively rechanged. The new regulations
ject this plan out of a sense of
state that
fraternities are
self-preservation, as their duties
"changeable under the applicable
in the Student Union seem even
regulations here as well as under
less secure than they are at the
the College Regulations, and
present.
they, too, are subject to Admin-

Criteria Clearly Defined

Gorlick-Asmus Proposes Onion
continued from page 1
student would be represented in
the executive and general councils
would change substantially. Under the new, proposed system,
dorm representation would be reduced to one rep per residential
zone. Rather, new emphasis
would be. planed, pik-elasg. «§Rr&*
' K i ' a class wherewithal
to organize and make its voice
heard.
SGA members in attendance at
this special meeting were severe
in their criticism of this idea.
Many saw the inefficiency of such
a system. Calendar Orientation
According to Gorlick-Asmus'
proposal one of the most helpful
changes that could be made

would be the switchover to a
January to January orientation.
Elections would be held in January and Fall events could be
planned in the Spring so as not
to lose so much time at the beginning of the year. Nor would
the councils or committees lose
time in the start-up.
General Student
A short clause in the proposed
constitution gives a member options to move that a particular
vote be thrown open to the whole
Student Union (that is, the whole
student body). The advantage
here would be one of truly democratic significance.
SGA members were quite critical of this item, as they could
see it leading to a form of fac-
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The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

The Student Voice
Q: When should the planning process for the student's
academic and social life be up to the "whim and fancy"
of an administrator?
A: Never! Never, that is, if the interests of the students
are to be properly represented, and if the rights of the
students are to be adequately protected.
Yet Wayne Asmus, Advisor for Student Affairs/Director
of Mather Campus Center claims that ultimately, events
in Mather could depend on his whim and fancy; that he
neither has to consult with the students nor with more
than two other administrators. Whether he thinks that's
good or not isn't the point -- the fact is, that's a potentially
dangerous situation, and the students should move to
protect themselves.
How do we go about protecting ourselves? We demand
proper representation. We demand the right to participate
in the decisions that will affect our social and academic
lives. If .organizations, as the proposed new rules on
student organizations says, are truly defined as a number
of students engaged "under their own direction," then
they must be able to do so under mutually agreed-upon
rules, not under the whim and fancy of some administrator.
The only way to amend the situation is to voice, loudly,
our dissatisfaction. The obvious way to voice that dissatisfaction, aside from the Tripod, is through the SGA.
Presently, the SGA is undergoing a process of selfanalysis, and new ideas on its structure have been
proposed. That's good; there are problems with the present system, and no one denies that. But the self-analysis
must be aligned with self-protection. Wayne Asmus' proposal of replacing the SGA with a Student Union and
incorporating into it a new kind of social planning board
may very well be postiye ideas, and it is very important
that they be carefully considered with open minds, especially in the SGA, But these ideas must be properly
debated and implemented, with voices heard from every
part of the student body. Let's not gtoe up the idea
entirely; it may prove to be the better system, and, it
can't be said enough times, we certainly need a better,
more centralized and diversified social system.
The other way to ensure that the rights of students
will be protected is to call for participation and representation on the faculty and administrative committees
which have recently been formed, including the committee to study the fraternities/sororities, and especially
the Faculty Appointments and Prommotions Committee.
The faculty needs to know where the students stand on
these issues if there is to be a true "community" at
Trinity, with the'rights of all respected. • •"
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Letters
SGA Neither Powerless Nor Unresponsive
To the Trinity Student Body,
This year is obviously a very
pivotal year for the S.G.A. Reform movements have appeared
throughout the campus and the
S.G.A. is no exception. Two
charges against us that particularly disturb me are the charges
that the S.G.A. is "powerless"
and another which states that the
S.G.A. is unresponsive to student
interests and needs.
First, the concept of "power"
within the S.G.A. or any other
form of student government, is
absurd. We are not the Trustees.
The trustees are there to "make
the rules," so to speak, and I
challenge you to find one school
that operates otherwise. Students'

Debate Better
Burying
Dear Editor:
I find it easy to agree with
every part of the October 18 faculty letter on the fraternity question except the part that matters
most, its conclusion. My colleagues declare their opposition
to single-sex social organizations
and their disagreement with the
Report of the Trustee Committee
to Study the Fraternity/Sorority
System. Yet they end by endorsing the Trustees' " a p proach"
to
achieving
coeducation.
This recommendation, would
mak6 excellent sense if the Trustees' Report condemned singJe-sex
organizations as forthrightly as
my colleagues have done and laid
out a plausible program for reforming or abolishing them. But
the Report does not do that. Instead it bores a loophole in the
College's ideals and rules big
enough to allow the existing
groups to go on unchanged. This,
is an "approach" to the problem
that resembles a withdrawal.
the
; My colleagues interpret
Trustees' intentions differently.
They believe that the Trustees
mean "to encourage an evolutionary movement toward coeducation." But their authority for
this belief is a statement by President English rather than anything the Trustees themselves
have said. Such a disputable
reading of the Trustees' meaning
falls short of the unequivocal
commitment to reforming fraternities and sororities that the
faculty seeks, a commitment that
will require clear decision and
positive action. Until the Trustees
announce their determination to
eliminate sexism and social elitism at Trinity, and the President
applies his discretionary powers
to the same ends, the faculty will
be justified in rejecting the Trustees' "approach."
My colleagues' willingness to
wait and see may reflect their
view that the fraternity debate
has, in their words, "troubled
this campus." I would suggest to
them that sharp divisions of
opinion may be unpleasant, but
they are preferable to evasion,
postponement, and half-measures. It would be far more troubling if we buried the issue, in
the expectation of some vague
future resolution, than if we continued to debate it.
Sincerely,
Euguene E. Leach
Director, American Studies Program

governments are not intended to
wield "power" and thus the mistaken idea that we should be
"more powerful" is pointless.
The S.G.A, is a mechanism, or
a forum if you will, through
which student opinion can be
voiced from one central location.
Rather than having hundreds of
individual and small voices echoing from every niche of the
campus on every important or
menial issue which arises, the
S.G.A. serves to concentrate these
voices into one larger, more representative voice. The resolutions, statements, and pleas
passed by the S.G.A, legislature
are always sent to either President English, the trustees, the
faculty, or all three. President
Kevin O'Connor meets weekly
with President English and his
cabinet in order to have student
opinion and interests represented
in high level decisions. We do
have a voice. Silence doesn't always implicate inactivity.
This leads to my second point.
If the S.G.A. is perceived as being
unresponsive to student interests,
there is no one to blame but
yourselves. How many times do
you approach your dorm, class
or at-large rep and voice an opinion on an issue? How many of
you even know who your reps
are? I am not trying to be condescending or accusatory. What
I am attempting to say is that
there needs to be better communications between the students

and those who represent them.
If you can possibly tell us what's
on your minds, then we can do
something more than just react
to situations which develop on
campus. Through increased student input, an informed S.G.A.
can create situations on this campus and then we will be an effective student government which
is operating as, it was intended
to run.
Many have expressed the desire
for S.G.A. to be a more involved
and visible institution on campus, .
so I don't feel my plea is an
idealistic or unrealistic one. The
student body needs to contribute
a little if S.G.A. is to be responsive to their needs. Rather
than approach this problem from
a negative manner with ideas of
implementing
time-consuming
and complicated alternative systems, why not work from within
the existing framework and rectify that. S.G.A. is not perfect,
but every system has its faults.
Through increased communication we can accomplish many objectives and, as an at-large rep,
I ask you to submit any ideas
to my box, Box 1026, so that I
might better represent those who
have elected me. I am willing to
strive to do the job I was elected
by you to do. Please assist me
in that endeavor.
Thank you.
Lee Coffin '85
S.G.A. At-Large Representative

Why Can't Men Touch?
To the Editor;
Just picture this situation. I
was sitting in the library writing
a paper when all of a sudden a
male student gave a friend of his
a "noogy". To .many, this is
natural among friends. I found
the noogy-giving odd.
I know that those two, men are
good friends who spend a considerable "amount of time together. . But I couldn't help
thinking about how odd it was
that a person would repeatedly
hit the top of his friends skull
with his knuckles, while smiling.
What does such an action suggest? What are the reasons for
this kind of physical contact?
Although I didn't approach the
two friends with any questions,
I wondered about the "knuckle
attack." Maybe this contact between the two men is one of the
few forms of physical closeness
they experience. Maybe the
"knuckle attacker" feels an affection for the "knuckle attackee".
But then I asked myself the
question, why would one friend
pound another friend's head
rather than, say, giving his friend
a gentler sign of his friendship?
There may be complicated rea, sons rooted in societal influences.
The common occurrences of
males pushing each other, punching each other on the arms, giving each other noogies, slapping
each other on the back, and
shaking .hands' aggressively are
apparently expressions of their
affection and need for physical
contact. People enjoy being
touched by others. Although this
may be true, males apparently
have trouble acknowledging their
need for and enjoyment of being

touched by other men. Why art? "
men only • capable of expressing
affection camouflaged by forms
of aggressive contact?
I feel that the answer to this
question is rooted in society's
emulation of the macho, he-man
image of the male that results in
shunning
affection
between
males. Because of threats of being
labelled a homosexual, many men
will never experience the warmth
and tenderness of a male friend's
hug.
Sincerely yours,
John G. Bonelli

SGA Replies to
Action Appeal
Dear G.C. -- student,
Thank you very much for your
input concerning Follett's. While
I respect your right to remain
anonymous, I nonetheless am unwilling to act upon anonymous
letters. Since I am aware of documented cases where Follett's
personnel have been justifiably
harsh in dealing with students, I
cannot responsibly pursue this
matter unless you are willing to
meet with me personally, confidentially if you like, to substantiate your charges. My campus
box number is 1864, and my telephone number is in the directory,
if you wish to arrange a meeting.
If this matter genuinely concerns
you, I strongly urge that you take
the time to do this, so that the
issue can be approached in a,
responsible manner.
Sincerely,
Kevin O'Connor
S.G.A. President
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World Outlook
Invasion
Into Chad

Britain
Will Stay

by A. Royce Dalby

by Samuel C. Slaymaker

The civil war which erupted in
Chad last July remains in a state
of uneasy and undeclared ceasefire. President Hissein Habre and
the Chadian army are currently
in a stalemate situation against
the invading forces of Libyanbacked Ghoukouni Woddei, a
former president of Chad.
The Libyan forces invaded and
now hold the northern third of
the country of Chad, with the
center of their operations in the
northern city of Faya-Largeau.
Faya-Largeau was captured from
the Chadians in the early stages
of the war with a Libyan invasion
force of 3,000 troops aided by
Libyan bombers and jet fighters
that flew strafing runs.
Habre's Chadian army, made
up in large part with French
troops, is stationed in the capital
city of N'Djamena and the four
cities to the north of the capital,
Abeche, Biltine, Arada and Sallal, which lie in the possible paths
of an attack upon N'Djamena.

Nineteen months ago, the
Falkland Islands were little more
than some wind-swept patches of
dry land off the coast of Argentina. But since that time these
once obscure islands have been
thrust onto the center stage of
world affairs by a war which was
as unexpected as it was dramatic.
With no significant forewarning
Great Britain was suddenly faced
with a situation which it had not
encountered for several decadesa major imperial war. Britons
found the Argentinian invasion
of the Falklands particularly offensive, not so much because it
separated them from some geographical obscurity which many
Englishmen had never even heard
of, but rather because they saw
the invasion as a grave affont to
their national dignity. It was an
overt confirmation of the latent
fear that Britain was no longer
seen by the rest of the world as
being a significant enough world
power to effectively defend its
overseas interests. What made the
triumph in the Falklands so particalarly invigorating to the British was that it seemed to provide
a concrete refutation to this
growing fear. The islands are
wrongfully taken, a task-force is
dispatched, the Argentinians are
quickly and soundly defeated, the
Union Jack is raised once again,
and Her Magesty joins the Prime:
Minister at a thanks-giving service at St. Pauls. Seldom has war
been so satisfying.
But today the Falklands are no
longer the isolated and windswept places, they once were.
Huge transport planes roar pver, head. Warships patrol the coastline. The once tomblike silence
of the night is now frequently
interupted by night time R.A.F.
patrols. And much of the island's
green and gently rolling land-,
scape is now patched with the
fields of mud resulting from the
drilling of troops and the movements of armored vehicals. Many
islanders, realizing that their once'
peaceful lifestyle is probably gone
foreever,contemplated leaving.
And in Whitehall, a variety of
cabinet members: and civil servants speak of the exorbitant cost
of having British forces remain.
Many members of the government feel that the naval defense
of "Fortress Falklands" will
•make it difficult or impossible
for the Royal Navy to fulfill its
NATO duties in the North Atlantic and Mediterranean. But for
the moment at least, the average
Briton is all for the staying. The
preeminence of the attitude that
"if they're worth fighting for
they're, worth keeping" is attested
to by the recent landslide re-election of Margaret Thatcher. Talk

Colonel Qaddafi of Libya is
wary of further penetration towards N'Djamena because of the
French troops sent to bolster the
Chadian army. The French troops
are well trained and well equiped,
a much more formidable force
than the Ci

France, meanwhile, refuses to
act offensively against the invading forces as this would harm
French President Mitterand politically at home. The French Socialist Party which supports
Mitterand has always taken a
non-interventionist attitude towards helping former French colonies militarily.
Neither army is prepared to
attack, yet, at the same time,
both are unwilling to withdraw.
This is the current military di. lemma.
Civil war is not at all foreign
to the African nation of Chad
which gained its independence
from France in 1960. It has often
seat of unrest due tp the

lack of homogeneity among its
peoples and the few attempts
made to unite them.
The borders of Chad, along
with many African nations, were
arbitrarily drawn up by European
powers at the Berlin Conference
in 1885, with no regard to the
natives living within the territory.
Consequently there exists a great
disparity between the northern
and southern natives. The northern Chadians are nomadic or
semi-nomadic Arab and AfroArab Muslims who were mostly
ignored by French colonists,
whereas the southerners live in
farming communities, are generally black Christians and ex£he. ,brujnt of French

colonization and exploitation.
When France granted independence to Chad in I960 the
educated and organized southerners were left in control of the
nation, which, despite unrest,
they governed until 1978.
In 1978 northern guerrilla
leader Hissein Habre formed a
coalition with President Felix
Malloum. This coalition lasted
only six months before it.erupted
into civil war between north and
south.
Qaddafi used this opportunity
to put his puppet Ghoukouni,
another northern Arab, into
power. Habre has since regained
continued on page 6

Philippines: A Vital United States Interest
by Peter Sylvester

What the Reagan administration
fears most is that if the Marcos
With the assassination of opregime collapses, the marxist milposition leader Benino Aquino
itant opposition will gain control
this August, and the recent popand end the close political-straular demonstrations against the
tegic relationship between the
continuing rule of President MarU.S. and the Philippines.
cos, the United States has been
This "special relationship" excompelled to reassess the stability
tends back to 1946 when the Philof the Philippines, one of its
ippine Commonwealth gained its
major allies in the southeast
independence from the U.S. In
Asian region. As a result of the
1947 the U.S. was granted "unSeptember riots President Reagan
hampered" use of military facilhas found it prudent to distance
ities in the Philippines, notably
himself somewhat from the Mar- Clark Air Force Base and Subic
cos regime by cancelling his pro- Naval Base. Currently, Clark
posed visit to the Philippines.
AFB is the largest USAF base

on foreign soil and several squadrons are kept on constant alert
for duty in the Indian Ocean and
East Asia. The Subic Naval Base
is the home port for the U.S.
Indian Ocean fleet, and it was
from here that ships were dispatched during the Iran hostage
crisis of 1979-80. Both of these
bases were vital to U.S. operations in Korea in 1950-54 and
Vietnam throughout the 1960's
and 1970's. Presently, 17,000
U.S. personnel are stationed in
the Philippines to maintain and
staff these bases. The leases on
these bases were just renegotiated

The Spectator——- Commentary
rat sitting next to the hedge. I,
was somewhat surprised to actually see this, as my previous
experience with rats has been reFor those of you who didn't
stricted to noises. After some
already know, let me be the first
jumping about, he (I think the
to tell you. There are rats on
rat was a " h e " , although I didn't
this campus. Not slimy people
ask) ran away, and 1 was con.that I don't like, although there
vinced we wouldn't be bothered
are plenty of those. I mean rats.
again.
Little, furry, dirty, disgusting,
four-legged, un-cute, diseaseSome more friends came by,
bearing, lice-infested,
fangand we stood talking. Then one
toothed rodents. And for those
says, pointing in the general diof you out there who knew of
rection of my feet, "Look, a
them, let me inform you of this:
rat." My initial reaction was that
They're not in hiding anymore.
this was some-sort of joke. But
They've come out to play.
my initial reaction never got out
of the planning stages, for sudWell, I don't know about you,
denly I felt little claws pawing
but I'm rather terrified by this
my right leg.
latest development. I could tolBut don't worry, fellow stuerate walking past Jones Hall late
dents, I acted with the utmost
at night and hearing them
calm and Trinity savoir-faire. I
scamper about. I could even live
jumped up and down and
with them scurrying as I passed
the Mather construction pit. But screamed like a crazy person,
Monday night was the last straw.
"Cool" is one thing, but a rat
leaning on your leg' at 1:00 a.m.
There I was, standing outside
is quite another. Rats, if y6u
of Jones, talking with a friend
remember, were the carriers of
of mine, when he points out a
by Martin Bihl
Columnist

the bubonic plague, which several
people still die of each year. I
avoid the plague like, well, the
plague.
And this was no tiny little cutesie-pie gerbil, either. This was
one big slimy rat. About as big
as my shoe, I'd say, and I wear
size twelves. The Moses Malone
of the rodent world, only not
nearly so articulate.

So, President Jim, I implore
you tp do something. Forget
about John Fiske and The New
York Times' Selective Guide to
Colleges. Forget about the fraternity issue, minority students, majority students, men's centers,
women's centers, campus centers,
drinking ages, commencement
speakers, Larry, Curly, Moe and
all'the, Test. Ignore all those minor issues and do something
about the rats.
. Please, before the Admissions
department accepts someone
named "Willard".

this year and will run until 1988.
In exchange the Philippine government is to receive $500 million.
The.Philippines have thus far
been a close ally of the United
States. In August 1951 the U.S.
signed a bilateral defense treaty
with the Philippines, and in September 1951 the Philippines became a charter member of the
South East Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO), which was designed to prevent communist
expansion into South East Asia.
During the Vietnam war the Philippines aided the United States
by sending troops to fight alongside the Americans. .Despite the
collapse of SEATO following the
end of the Vietnam'war the Philippines has remained a close ally
of the U.S.
The future of the Philippines
as an American ally remains in
grave doubt, however. Since
Marcos''assumption of the presi
idency in " 1965 the Philippine
economy has remained sluggish.
The foreign debt is now $13 billion, and foreign exports have
dropped from $2.4 billion to $2.3
billion. Furthermore, more than
half the population is living below the poverty level while another 25% is classified as poor.
continued on page 6
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World Outlook
Invasion Into Chad

region in 1973, and it has since
but because of France's enorbeen occupied by Libya.
mous economic stake in the
If an agreement with Qaddafi
neighboring African states he has
continued from page S
is to be made, however, the
been reluctantly contributing
sooner it is done the stronger will
French services. Besides military
control, but again must face
be Habre's position. The current
aid in the form of weapons
Ghoukouni as he is backed by
civil war between Habre and
France has also supplied upwards
Qaddafi's invasion force in anGhoukouni, the two powerful
of 1,000 well armed paratroopother attempt to seize power.
northern politicians, is stirring up
ers, ostensibly to train the ChadThe United States government
unrest in the recently dormant
ians, but, admittedly, to defend
sees a victory by the Habre forces
south. Southerners are beginning
the capital if necessary.
as crucial. The Libyan invasion
is one more attempt by Qaddafi
At the moment there are 250 to see this as an opportunity to
f,orm an independent southern
to expand his influence in Africa.
miles separating the French and
state, and Habre has already had
With Chad as a base Qaddafi
Libyan forces. Both sides appear
to transfer some of the troops
would then be a threat to imwilling to settle the conflict dipprotecting N'Djamena to quiet
portant neighboring U.S. allies
lomatically, although this would
the rebels in the southern city of
such as Egypt, Sudan and Ninot be acceptable to Habre and
Moundou.
geria.
.
. : • the current Chadian government,
Habre had better move quickly
who view the invading forces as
Over the past few months the
to form a diplomatic truce with
diplomatically unrecognizable.
U.S. has given Chad $25 million
Habre may soon be forced to
Qaddafi so he can redirect his
in military aid in the form of
change his mind.
national unification efforts in the
two. AW ACS and eight F-15
south, or he may find himself
fighters based in Khartoum, SuIt seems likely that Qaddafi,
fighting on two fronts and his
dan, thirty heat-seeking anti-airrealizing his inability to take
nation eventually under Libyan
craft Redeye missiles, tanks,
N'Djamena without full scale
control.
trucks, military advisors and
war, would agree to withdraw his
other v U.S. weapons. Although
troops from Chad if the Habre
Philippine Unrest
the U.S. is supplying Chad with
government were to recognize his
aid it is reluctant to become diclaim to the Aouzou Strip, an
continued from page 5
rectly involved for fear that the
area of land in northernmost
war will evolve into an east-west
Chad along the Libyan border.
conflict against the Soviet backed
Qaddafi invaded and claimed this
Several of Marcos' business
Libyans. The U.S. is relying on
France to give the bulk of military aid in defense of the current
government.
Mitterand was slow to react
Guarantee flight training after you graduate with the
due to public socialist anti-interMarine Corps undergraduate Officer Commissioning Proventionist sentiment in France,

friends have required large government subsidies in order to bail
out their ailing, mismanaged
firms. Of the $13 billion foreign
debt, over $6 billion can be attributed to mismanagement and
corruption. What is alarming to
U.S. analysts is that economic
woes in the Philippines have a
strong correlation to rural insurrections.
The Philippines is the only state
in South East Asia which is experiencing a marxist insurrection
that is actually growing in
strength. Since 1969 the National
Democratic Front has been rebelling against Marcos using its
military arm, the New People's
Army (NPA). Centered in Luzon
(as are- most Philippine rebellions) the marxist NPA has grown
since 1969 from 60 to over 6,000
guerrilla troops.
Marcos is also facing a second
insurrection in the southern Philippine islands of Mindanao and
Palawan. The southern Philippines is Islamic while the rest of
the Philippines is Roman Catholic. The Moro Liberation Front,

with Libyan support, is seeking
to separate these Islamic areas
from the rest of the Philippines
in order to create the Islamic
republic of Bangsamoro.
The insurrections, the recent
riots and the faltering economy
do not bode well for the Marcos
regime. Marcos himself is rumored to be seriously ill. Thus,
the U.S. may face a crisis on its
hands in the near future which,
in its magnitude and strategic
ramifications , could rival that
of the Iranian crisis of 1979-80.

Falklands Remembered
continued
about reaching a long term agreement with Argentina regarding
the islands' future is unpopular.
The Falklands conflict has captured the public imagination, appealing to a lingering nostalgia
for the days of Empire. Perhaps
the real issue now is not whether
or not England can afford to
keep the Falkland Islands but
whether any British Government
can afford to give them up.
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More News
Conference Scrutinizes Women and Social Change
by Jane Melvin
Editor's Note: This is the first
part of a two-part series. The
second part will appear next
week.
This past weekend, an event a
long time in the planning became
a reality. Women, Religion, and
Social Change launched a relatively new field of study in a
very successful fashion. The conference, which took place at the
Hartford Seminary, was attended
by 150 people last Friday and
Saturday. Five sessions occurred
in the two-day conference which
focused on the role of women in
the formation of various religious
traditions, in revolution, and the
consequent effects of those social
changes on women.
Ellison Findly, assistant professor of religion at Trinity, and
Yvonne Haddad of the Hartford

Seminary planned this conference. The conference was originally inspired by research Haddad
was doing on Muslim women. In
her comparison study to women
in the United States, Haddad
found herself questioning the
roles and experiences of other
women in their societies. The
question of whether women
shared cross-cultural experiences
prompted the question of whether
or not women of different religions have certain societal restrictions placed upon them.
Findly explained the underlying
question of the conference was
the role of women and their part
in promoting social change and
whether or not women, after taking leadership roles in such revolutions, continue on in those
positions. When women don't
mantain those positions, why
don't they? Is it simply because

women set out to achieve certain
goals and after doing so settle
back into their traditional lifestyles? Findly thinks this is not
the case. Various speakers in the
conference addressed the same
question.
When asked whether the initial
questions had been answered in
the conference, Haddad said she
plans to eventually integrate the
material offered by each of the
speakers to see exactly what common themes are evident. By writing those who participated in the
conference, Haddad will entertain the opinions of all the experts. A book is planned for the
future which will include the proceedings from the conference as
well as an introduction which
will, hopefully, define any com-mon threads which shed light on

activity and experience of women
in religion and social change.
Both co-directors of the conference, Yvonne Haddad and Ellison Findly, were tremendously
pleased with the success of the
conference. Haddad claims that
women are the greatest consumers of religion and therefore
women play an incredibly significant role in transforming cultures by setting up new norms
and values in religion. Haddad
believes the conference showed
that indeed such a role for women
exists. Findly, in turn, believes
the conference showed that women's roles in revolution are becoming more prominent. For
some reason, though, after revolution the women in history have
receded. Men begin to take over
as the establishment is set up.
While women may be involved
in revolution as a protest against

what they see as traditionally
male-oriented societies, questions
as to the overall effectiveness of
this type of protest remain.
The conference was funded by
the Connecticut
Humanities
Council, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the
Aetna Foundation, the Jodik
Foundation, the Hartford Consortium for Higher Education,
the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, and the Intercultura! Studies Program,
Trinity College.
The questions may be further
addressed in future conferences
of this nature. Soon, however,
the effects of Women, Religion
and Social Change will be published. We look forward to that
day and commend Haddad and
Findly for so successfully encouraging study in a relatively
new field.

Student Help Increases Effectiveness Of Security SGA Update
continued from page 1

that some of the problems in the
Jackson complex are due to the
open laundry room door. Also,
[outsiders, or "townies" can follow students into any door.
Without forced entry, the task
of a criminal is much easier.
Concerning the incidents of
stereo thefts in Cook, Schweighoffer suggested several , reasons
for the dorm's vulnerability. The
windows, which are a major
problem anyway, are pushed open
easily. Doors remain open or unigh"to try all doors
and was not afraid to enter any
room. In a quad set-up, it is
jhard for a student to determine

whether sounds of a thief are
that of a roommate or just outside noise.
There seems to be very little
crime aside from theft. Car
break-ins have declined sharply
over the past few years, due to
the increased security around
parking lots, especially on Summit Street. As Security cracks
down on crime, there tends to
be a reaction on the streets.
"Now it's a little bit harder to
hit Trinity because we have made
a lot of arrests. Word gets
around," states Schweighoffer.
• \.**lp!ajhteputatioi]' is based oft how
well we react to crime. As for a
lifetime of fighting crime, sometimes it could be a short career,
sometimes it could be a long
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Richard
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Appointment information may be obtained
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Office

of C a r e e r Courts e lino-

one." Nothing in a security record can be erased, he stresses.'
What is done is done. That's why
the problem of security is so sensitive.
Trinity's director of-security
likes to emphasize interaction between his guards and students.
Being a guard here is tough, because they are unarmed and legally limited as to what kind of
force they can use on criminals.
Schweighoffer
believes
that
"99.9% of the students" here
have great respect for the guards.
However, his guards are not ov•e*roWc<afv^ ""big;' brothers'' Who
are out to watch' the actions of
every student. Rather, they are
there to assist. He noted that
since several Trinity students
never have had an encounter with
the law or law enforcement officials there has to be "an emphasis on public relations and an
authoritative image that makes
students feel comfortable with
Security. But not everyone's
going to be satisfied, especially..
the victims of crime."
Hopefully, an increased trust
and ease with Security will decrease crime even morfe. "We
have 3600 eyes that Security can
utilize." Trouble can be spotted
easily.' But, sometimes it is difficult for a student to differentiate between a suspicious
character and a harmless visitor.
Schweighoffer realizes that freshmen often have this problem, but
in a year or so, there 3s a sixth
sense developed that can spot po-

tential criminals. He pleads with
students not .to hesitate to call
Security, even if it's just a certain
feeling about an unfamiliar face.
Clothes can also help determine
if a person seems out of place
here. A call to Security does not
convict anyone. It is just a preventive measure that, more often
than not, could stop a potential
crime. Schweighoffer recalled an
incident a few years ago, that
involved a strange young man
who would walk through a freshman dorm during morning showers, greeting the residents with a
friendly hello. As they were running around, he would check
every door to see which ones were
open. The unlocked rooms would
have little things such as wallets
and bills stolen. No one suspected
a thing until they found out that
their belongings were no longer
there. It took some time, but the
thief was arrested.
The Security Alert is a vital
tool in crime prevention here at
Trinity. After an incident has occurred, usually a sexual assault,
bulletins are given to RAs and
posted within an hour. Schweighoffer does not believe many colleges have this speedy warning
system. "We're not trying to hide
anything. Students must be informed."
Finally, he suggested that as it
starts to get dark early here, crime
may be on the rise;: "We have
escorts; Don't be afraid to call."
As the wise man once said, "Better safe than sorry."
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LSE

by Floyd Higgins
Senior Staff Writer
At the S.G.A. meeting of October 11, the representatives voted
on two motions: one concerning
the Mather Board of Governors
and the other concerning the fulltime status of the director of the
Women's Center,
At the previous week's meeting, Wayne Gorlick-Asmus had
outlined to the group his proposal for a new organization to
replace the Student Government
Planning Board to be known • as
the Mather Board of Governors.
(See story, page 1).
John Kalishman amended the
idea by presenting a revised
scheme in which a set of Project
Units representing each category
of events (pub, dances, etc.) be
formed to handle the organization and planning of these events.
In its vote, , however, the
S.G.A. yielded to the opinion
that a new planning organization
would take too long to set up at
this late date. The proposal was
defeated.
Following was a discussion of
the status of the Director of the
Women's Center, this in reaction
to Pat Miller's resignation from
the post. The major points of
Miller's letter of resignation, included a lack of administrative
support, coupled with a part-time
salary and no benefits. Also in
evidence at the meeting was a
compilation of data concerning
activities and events held in connection with the Women's Center, thus justifying the need for
a full-time director,
What the S.G.A. was actually
voting on was a letter in which
the need for a full-time director
was stressed. Strong opinions
were heard to the effect that the
small number of people actually
taking.'advantage of- the Center
did not seem to warrant the creation of a full-time position. On
the contrary, other members
stressed the function of the Center as a resource, thus reasserting
the need for a full-time director.
The tenor of the discussion became something of a justification ••
of the Center's existence, which
for purposes of discussion, was
beyond, question. Debate was
closed with a number of unanswered questions still in the air.
The final vote approved the letter
26-3, but with nine abstentions..
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Arts / Entertainment
Director Shapiro Has High Hopes for DonJuan
by Razia Iqbal
Staff Writer
Despite diminishing audiences
in recent years being lost to cinema and television, the theatre
still functions as a central and
important platform where the
conflicts and comments of society
are presented..
In this context, the semester's
major dramatic production, Moliere's Don Juan, promises to be,
in the words of its director,
Leonardo Shapiro, "amazing,
funny, sexy, scary and full of
surprises." One of Moliere's best
plays, Don Juan is as relevant
today as it has always been and
the underlying moral of the tale
has particular reference to life at
Trinity College. The story of Don
Juan shows that a lack of inherent belief leads to such extreme insincerity in a person, that
eventually 'one is swallowed up
by one's own hollowness, Don
Juan's obsession with the physical and superficial elements of
this world above, all else, leads
him to a hellish end. Moliere
constantly plays on the blatant
class differences between aristocracy and the servant class, a subject which is not only vital to
the tale, but provides the ground
for emphasizing the moral.
Leo regards this as much a
political play as others he has
directed, in the sense that it is
the lives of people that create
politics. Before coming to Trinity
as the new Director-in-Residence,
where he is also teaching two
courses this semester, Leo Shapiro was a full time director. He •
had just finished working with a
play called. The-Arbor, playing
at La Mama in New York Gity.
The play was written, by Andrea
Dunbar, who is from the north
of England, where the play is
set, and the production in New
York marked its American premiere. Apart from the production
at Trinity, Shapiro is working on
a play by Albert Bermel called
Thrombo! which is about starvation in Africa and will open
in New York around Christmas
time.
;
In previous productions, Shapiro has been criticized for making
his plays controversial, but he
maintains that in directing, he

has always attempted to represent
the author's intentions, thus
making the content of the play
much more important than any
desire to impress the audience or
critics. The importance of the
audience for Shapiro is defined
in terms of the way in which
they respond to the artist during
any given performance and this
response depends on a clear understanding of the tale and message. He has a reputation for
being a director who tends towards visual and conceptual in
order to stress an image or idea,
and there are many examples of
continuing this in Don Juan.
Between 1967 and 1976, Shapiro was involved in three different
theatre companies. He was Artistic Director for The Shaliko
Company (1971-1976) and The
Appleseed Circus (1969-1971),
and Co-Director for The New
York Free Theatre (1967-1968).
Shaliko was in residence in New
York at the Public Theatre, and.
the company toured schools, colleges, prisons and union halls in
the United States as well as in
Europe. Before that, as Artistic
Director, of the Appleseed Circus,
Shapiro used his practical interest
in politics in the theatre; The
Appleseed was a political theatre
collective based in the mountains
of northern New Mexico. As a
present Socialist and a member
of the Democratic Socialists of
America, the communal feel of
The Open Theatre must hav^ appealed to his personal views. As

,ar as national politics are concerned, Shapiro doesn't feel it to
be of vital importance who wins
in the next election, but the direction the country takes in the
1990's does interest him.
Shapiro's teaching experience
covers work in professional
schools, prisons, and workshops,
with extended residencies at New
York University (the school of
the Arts), The American University at Washington D.C. and
The Theatre Project at Baltimore, Maryland. His impressions
of Trinity, based on the two
classes he teaches here and the
contact he makes with the students in directing Don Juan, are
mixed. He is distressed by the
level of academic preparation displayed by many students. In spite
of some exciting work done in
his classes he feels many students
don't read, write, and think as
well as college students should.
Leo chose not to comment on
his impressions of the rehearsal
process until he can yiew it more
objectively.
For now we can east our minds
forward to October 27th, which
is the first night of Don Juan.
The production is a dream realised for Shapiro since he has
wanted to do this play for a long
time and is enthusiastic about its
outcome. With production of this
play now in its final stages, Don
Juan promises Trinity entertainment, a relevant moral tale and
many surprises. See'it and judge
for yourselves!

Cole's Letters Spark Interest
Trinity will be sponsoring a
symposium on American artist
Thomas'Cole on Saturday, November 19, from 9 a.m. to 3:45
p.m. in Austin Arts Center. The
symposium was inspired by the
discovery last year in the Watkinson Library of correspondence
between Cole, the leader of the
Hudson River School of Amer^
ican painting, and his patron,
Daniel Wadsworth, founder of
the Wadsworth Atheneum.
Some of the nation's leading
authorities on Cole and American
art will speak at the symposium,
including John Wilmerding, Deputy Director of the National Gal-

lery of Art in Washington, D.C.,
and Theodore Stebbins, curator
of, American painting at the Mu- ••."
seum of Fine Arts in Boston.
The symposium will be preceded on Friday, November 18
by a lecture at the Wadsworth
Atheneum by Dr. J. Bard
. McNulty, professor of English,
who is author of a book on the
Cole-Wadsworth correspondence.
Students, faculty, and staff will
be admitted to the symposium
free of charge, but must make
reservations with Dean Spencer's
office (ext. 317 or 321) by November 1.

Christian Swenson and Helen Walkley will perform tonight as part of the Dance Studio Performance
Series. Their version of modern dance includes mime and theatre with a prevailing overtone of humanistic sensibility. Tonight's performance will he in Seabury 47 at 7:30 p.m.

Director-in -residence Leonardo Shapiro supervises his cast and
crew as they prepare for the upcoming production of Moliere's
Don Juan.
photo by Penny Perkins

Newark University
Visits Your Campus
to Answer Questions on
the M.B. A. Prograna
Located in the heart of the Wall Slteel urea, New York Univeisity's
Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students lor
executive positions for over 60 years. A recent sui vey by Standard & ,
Poor's ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the s®uni£
of graduate education for chief executives in major companies On
• : . . . . ' Wednesday, November 2, an admissions olficei
will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility of the graduate
" -y
•— Y
business program. Check with
.the Office of Career Development for sign^up schedule and
further information.

NEWfoRK

NIVERSnY
A PRIVATE UNIVERSITY IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE

New York University is an affirmative
aclion/equal opportunity institution.

Window Offices
Available
""* Z ^ X ' N . ••A>'^ ~ *

**J"'' ".-^ii£C:?

.^T—*•

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT « LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVII. ENGINEERING • AVIATION
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
•QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA BS degree
(summer graduates may inquire). Applicants must
pass aptitude and physical examinations and
qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship
required.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes HO days'
earned annual vacation. Medical/dental/low-cost
life insurance coverage and other tax-free
incentives. Dependents' benefits available.
Promotion program included.
A Navy Representative will be on campus on
November 3-For an appointment, sign up in the
Career Placement Office or call collect:
(518)462-6119
_ N a v y Officers Get Responsibility Fast.;
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Arts /En tertainm en t
Don Juan To Open
This Week at AAC
continued from page 1
Carlos (Bill Sharpe), Don Alonso
(Jordan Bain), Don Luis (Robert
Palter), Pierrot (Woods Fairbanks), La Violette (Laura Austin), Ragotin (Razia Iqbal), Mr.
Dimanche (Chris Silva), a beggar
(Mike Sommers), a statue (Katie
Van Der Sleesen), a masseuse
(Pam Von Seldeneck), the Juanos
(John
Gilbert * and Chuck
Chronis), and the Juanettes
(Linda Smolack, Kathy Wholean,
Sarah Scott, and Katie Gerber).
In terms of staging and set
design this production of Don
Juan will explore new uses of the
theatre space. Besides the regular
stage area, Shapiro will use the
orchestra pit by raising and lowering the floor, and will use the
areas around the pit. He will also
use runways built from the stage
into the audience area, which will
make the viewer more a part of
the play. The set, designed by
Linda Glass and executed by
technical director Brian Rieger,
tends to be on a, large scale,
particularly because of the actors'
use of the whole theatre. Costumes, designed by Martha
Banks, will reflect the mixed time

ATTENTION, ROCK N '

rvumioimopvce

period. Both the set and the costumes are primarily made by students.
Because of the timeless nature
of the play, Don Juan can have
contemporary meanings. However, this production of Don Juan
will, contain obviously modern
elements that are recognizable on
the Trinity campus and will speak
directly to people here, according
to Shapiro. It will be "an examination of certain questions
about how people are going to
behave and why," Shapiro says,
and will explore the consequences
of these actions. Despite the serious purpose of Don Juan, the
play won't be austere, says Shapiro. It's "funny, sexy, scary,"
and contains " a lot of surprises."
Don Juan is produced by the
theatre/dance department and
will be performed at Austin Arts
Center on October 27-29 and November 3-5 at 8 p.m. General
admission is $4; students use Performance Pass. There will be a
special matinee performance on
November 6 at 2 p.m. which will
be preceded by luncheon and a
lecture b y director Leonardo
Shapiro. For reservations and information call 527-8062.

Ken Festa and Kurt Kusiak prepare for their lead roles in Don Juan. When asked if somi •>! Midi
stunts were dangerous, Kusiak replied "Certainly, but what's theatre without danger?" photo by P(mny Perkins
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Schenectady, New York
Students serious about their longterm career know they need to
impress their next employer. They
also value an education that allows
them to grow into top levels of management. The MBA Program at
UNION COLLEGE offers a balance
between valuable entry level skills
and a broad perspective of the
managerial process. Learning takes
place in a congenial atmosphere of
classes with typically fewer than 20
students. Outside of class faculty
are happy to provide individual
assistance.
At UNION students are en- .
couraged to acquire some depth ia
an area of interest to them. With
the Private Sector MBA they choose
from concentrations in Management Planning and Control, Production Management, International
Management, and Computer Infor-

mation Systems. The core in Health
Systems Administration, one of
three accredited programs in New
York State, prepares students for
an exciting career in the expanding
field of managing the nation's
health services. A core in
Accounting will be available to
prepare students for a career in
public accounting.
Consider the MBA at UNION.
You may qualify for a partial
tuition waiver or for a graduate
assistantship with a full tuition
waiver and a stipend. GMAT
scores, a good undergraduate GPA
and three letters of recommendation are required for admission. We
want to make it possible for good
students to attend a small, high
quality program without regard to
their financial means.

For information write or call (518) 370-6237
J. Schmee, Director
Institute of Administration and Management
Union College, Schenectady, New York 12308
Last round for the award of stipends is May 3 1 , 1984.
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WHOEVER
HEARD OF
REGISTRATION
TAKINGFIVE

If you're a man who Is eighteen or within a month of your
eighteenth birthday, you should
be registering with Selective Service. To register, just go to any
U.S. Post Office and pick up a
registration form. Fill out the
form, sign it and hand it to a
postal clerk. It only takes about
five minutes. That's not a lot to
ask for a country as great as ours.

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE :•=
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % D l S C O U I l t on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(comer Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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More Sports
Football
Falls To
Union
continued from page 12
minutes left in the quarter. Shield
threw to Ide, who had run to
the left corner of the end zone.
Two Union defenders tipped the
ball straight up in the air and
Ide came down with the deflection to put Trin within seven.
The Union defensive backs
earned a 15-yard unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty by arguing
whether Ide had been inbounds,
and Chris Caskin knocked the
kickoff from midfield through
the end zone.
"Then they hit those third and
longs," remembered Miller of an
80 yard Union touchdown march
that saw the Dutchmen convert
on three third downs of ten yards
and longer. "I think that was
the biggest part of the game,"
said Miller.
First, from his 20, Union
quarter back Dan Stewart (1829, 269 yards, three touchdowns)
hit tight end Frank Kraft for a
first down at the 31. After another first down, Stewart was
again faced with third and 12 at
his 39. Kraft ran the same pattern, a drag pattern over the middle, and once again Union had
a first down.
Finally, on third and 18 Stewart flipped a short pass to halfback John Johnson who outran
Tony Craft and barely picked up
a first down.
"The quarterback sprinted out
and that one second 1 wasn't sure
if he was going to run or pass.
That's when he (Johnson) got by

Scott Elsas sachs Union quarterback Dan Stewart in football's 42- 28 loss.

photo by Randl Stempler

me," explained Craft.
The sequence seemed to break
the Trinity defense, and Union
quickly moved in for the score.
With 12 seconds left in the
quarter Union led 35-21.
Union put the game away with
a 50 yard drive. Fittingly, Union
converted a third and nine and
a fourth and six on their sixth
touchdown march.
A.U that was left was for Shield
to throw one mote touchdown
pass and wonder after the game;
" A few breaks here and there
and it would have been tough on
them because they would have
been behind."

Trinity Rowers at
Head of Charles
by M.W. Cheng
Sports Staff Writer

year in 15:32. :
The Women's Club and Lightweight Eights took to the water
This past Sunday thousands of
and Trinity captured a fifth out
spectators crowded on the banks
of 14 boats in a time of 18:76
of the Charles River between
and the Trinity club eight took
Boston and Cambridge, Massasixth place out of 26 eights in
chusetts to cheer on some 3,000
18:25.
rowers at the 18th annual Head
All of Trinity's entries seemed
of the Charles regatta. The Ban- to have found their performances
tam rowers entered four boats in
fairly satisfactory, worthy of the
three events throughout the day.
hours of devoted vigil kept by
the hundreds of Trinity folk along
The first of these representathe shore.
tives was the Men's Lighweight
Eight which stroked to a 17th
The weather on Sunday proplace finish out of 40 boats enmoted some of the best conditered, with a time of 15:55. The
tions possible with temperatures
event was won by St. Cathrisne's
only slightly lower than preferRowing Club of Canada who fin- able and low wind velocity, causished in 14:48, a new course reing minimal disturbance of the
cord.
water surface.
, In the Men's Club Eights event
Amazingly, almost as if the
the Trinity boat placed 15th out
Cambridge Boat Club was caof 40 boats with a time of 16:38.
pable of meteoroligical timing,
Northeastern University took the
rain did not start until the finish
event for the second consecutive
of the very last event.

Women's Soccer Ties
The women's soccer team traveled to Mt. Holyoke, Wednesday,
looking for a win and a place in
the NIAC playoffs. They got a
tie and uncertainty.
Holyoke dominated the first
half but only came away with1
one goal thanks to the efforts of
Bantam
goaltender
Jeanne
Monnes.

Monnes' first half, efforts
seemed to fuel the Bants who
pressured Holyoke throughout
the second half. Almost 30 minutes into the half, Cynthia Hunter
took a crossing pass from Cary
Lyford and knocked it into the
goal.
The two overtimes passed without a score and the teams had
to settle for the 1-1 tie.

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look lor Mr Boston's two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Special Sales. Dept. B. New York. New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps 54, 60. and 100 prool Produced by Mr. Boston Distiller. Owensboro. KY. Albany GA
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More Sports
The Truth Was As Simple As ABC (TV)
Rumors are wonderful. Start one in the library, even
during' Open Period, and in a couple of hours you have
ten different versions of the origonal rumor. Unfortunately, the truth is often a lot less exciting than the
rumor. Such was the case this past week when ABC
considered, mind you only considered, the possibility of
televising the Trinity-Union game to a regonal audience.
Sorry to dash all the excitement but Howard Cossell
was not on the phone with Don Miller Wednesday,
checking on Tim McNamara's status for the game. Howard doesn't even know that in the next few weeks Joe
Shield is going to break the career and season records
for yards passing at Trinity.
No, Jim Lampley had not started an indepth look at
Union's decision to scrap all the moral virtues of NESCAC
for a NCAA playoff berth.
It was a rather straight forward affair in fact.
The place to start is ABC's contract with the NCAA
which obligates ABC to televise four Division III games
each regular season. In addition, ABC covers the Division
III championship game. So far in 1983, Howard's network
has covered three and with the last weeks of the season
containing all those traditional rivalries that attract big
ratings and big advertising dollars (no I'm not refering
to Trinity Wesleyan) coming up, ABC thought about

completing their commitment to the NCAA this weekend.
A number of Division III games were considered on
Monday, according to ABC's Director of College Sports
Donn Bernstein. Part of the consideration is the technocal
phesability of each home field. To determine this ABC
request a telochck from ATT. A telocheck, is designed
to see if a signal can be beemed out of the school. As

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
part of the check an ATT worker did go to the top of
the Chemistry building to see if an earth dish could be
placed there.
"We ask them (ATT) to try and get in and out of
the campus with no one knowing," explained Bernstein
of this clandestine opperation (bring on 007). "The minute
any one finds out, people start getting excited and then
if we decide against it they get disappointed."
Two things happened on Wednesday afternoon while
the check was being run. First, athletic director Rick

Hazleton found out and asked the workers to stop until
he talked to the person had requested the check. However,
when a call was placed to ABC's liason at ATT, Angela
Jessnney, it was revealed that ABC had called at 12:27
pm and cancelled the order for a telocheck.
"We decided not to go with a Division HI game this
week," explained Bernstein. "It was an internal decision
at ABC."
So there was no high drama. Of course, one wonders
what would have happened if ABC had decided to televise
the game. In that case, Bernstein would have called
Hazleton Thursday morning and made the offer. Then
things would have gotten interesting. Last year, Wesleyan
was approached by CBS about moving a game to Sunday
to fill in a time slot left vacant by the NFL strike.
Wesleyan declined on moral grounds (not in the NESCAC
spirit).
In this case, ABC would have only asked for a slight
change in starting time. Would Trinity have accepted the
offer? Can a decision be made at Trinity without the
formation of a committee? Can a school stand on ideals,
declining ABC's offer, one week after granting the fraternities an exemption from its sex discrimination code?
We will never know or will we. ABC still has to do one
more Division III game.

Men's Soccer Loses 2 of 3

On Monday, a visiting team
from Grinnell College in : Iowa
managed a 2-1 coup over the
Bantams while being thoroughly
outplayed on the Harford pitch.
Suffice it to say that the Bantams

Throughout a sun-drenched crisp
afternoon a large and boisterous
crown was treated to a rough,
thrill packed shootout that saw
Hartford emerge 5-4 winners in
double-overtime. A superbly contested struggle was marred by
several fistfights and a blizzard
of yellow and red card penalties.
Trinity scored first at the four
minute mark when towering forward Chris Downs drilled a penalty shot into the corner of the
net. The Hawks battled back and

Sullivan nailed a bouncer into the
corner 30 seconds after Monaghan's score to keep it close.
An altercation after Trinity
goalie" Eastburn had been leveled,
resulted in the ejection of fiery
Bantam middie Vern Meyer, and
the Bantams were destined to play
the remaining interval, nearly 40
minutes including overtimes, one
man short.
Trinity played a dogged defensive game and it appeared they
were about to pull it off when

r Mdcs to one1,
and Bantam goalie Bill Eastburn
was credited with four saves while
the Grinnell keeper collected 14
stops. In the all-important goalsscored column, however, Pioneer
midfielder Eric Pedicini boomed
two netfinders while freshman
Murphy Vandervelde was the lone
Trin scorer.
On Wednesday, a bruised but
fired up Bantam eleven took the
field against highly favored Division III rival
Hartford.

left in rtb<i Half. Freshman Jim "
Crews, who had an outstanding
game, headed a Tom Monaghan
cross into the nets at 43:08 to
knot the score at halftime.
Rough play erupted into a fight
five minutes into the second half
and resulted in the ejection of
Trinity's Randy Schrenk and
Hartford's Manganero. No one
may be substituted, so with both
teams playing with ten men,
Trinity rallied on goals by Downs
and Monaghan. UHart's Mark

a header out of a scramble in
front of the goal with two minutes left in the game. That goal
forced overtime.
Still a man short, the Bantams
played their opponents even
through the first overtime, only
to have UHart's John Flynn collect his second bouncing score
with 1:49 left in the contest.
Trinity rebounded to defeat
Conn College 2-1 on Saturday.
Downs and Hyland scored for
the Bantams.

The Trinity men's soccer team
continued their snake-bitten odyssey through a season of almost/nearly wins through two
more encounters last week before
recording their second win of season on Saturday.
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Tom Monaghan controls the bail in the soccer team's 2-1 win over
Conn College,

photo by Chris Meser

Men's Soccer lost two of three games last week.
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by Bob sansonetti

Women's X-Country Third At Smith
by Jim Yu
Sports Staff Writer
The women's cross country
team showed a lot .of character
at Saturday's meet at Smith College. The Bantams placed third
out of seven teams, behind strong
teams from Wesleyan and Smith.
The final scores were Wesleyan
36, Smith 55, and Trinity 104.
The Bants just squeezed in front
of Williams who finished with
107.
The team came into the meet
without co-captain Erica Trmrman and Melissa Andora. Thurman was out because of a hip
injury. The runners also did not
have any real team practices last
week due to open period.
Ann Malabre had another
strong'race, as she came in first
for the team. She placed second
overall with a time of. 19:13. Alex
Steinert came in second for the
team, 15th overall, in 20:58. She
was followed by Meredith Lynch,
21:49, co-captain Pat Adams,
23:00, Sue Pasieka, 23:07, Alix
Woodford, 23:31, Ann Coleman,
23:55, and Ailene Doherty, 28:05.
The team was happy with Saturday's results. "We did a lot
better than we thought we
would," said.Coleman. The team
was^ expecting a difficult course.

The presence of Wesleyan and
Smith seemed to make the task
all the more difficult. Coach John
Kelly expected the team to place
third or fourth. "We're pretty
pleased," said Adarris, summing
up the team's feelings about the
results.
The women managed to make
things happen as they handled an
unfamiliar course without problems. Freshman Meredith Lynch
ran an impressive race. She

passed a couple of Williams runners late in the race to push
. Trinity in front of'Williams. Adams and Pasieka ran well,-showing
improvement.
Steinert
finished another good race.
The team is now looking ahead
to a meet against Wesleyan in
tow weeks. That will be their only
home meet of the year. The Bantams should have an advantage,
running on a familiar home
course which is relatively flat.

Barry Leads Men's X-C
To Easy Win Over WPI
The men's cross country team
ran on their home course for the
first time Saturday and made the
most of it, whipping WPI 19-38.
Dave Barry outkicked Scott
Heard of WPI over the final 300
yards to "win the race in 26:01.
The next four Bantam runners
followed Herd.
Steve Tall finished third in a
time of 26:21, his best time over
the Trinity course since his sophomore year. Steve Klots struggled;
throughout the race but still fin-!
ished in fourth. Joe Wire and
Dave O'Donnell rounded out the

Bantam top five crossing the finish line in 27:11 and 27:15 respectively. ':
Doug Williams finished ninth
overall and recorded a personal
best.
The victory marked the fourth
time in four years that Trinity
has beaten WPI. Considering the
absence of Greg DeMarco, Jon
Wicks, Woods Fairbanks, and
John Arbolino, the win was particularly impressive. "If we had
had the big guys, we might have
shut them o u t , " commented
Wire.

;••.:.. '
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Onion Too Much
For Trinity, 42-28
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
In a game that took more twists
than the Mississippi River, the
Union Dutchmen handed the
Trinity football team a 42-28 defeat,
A game with 973 yards in total
offense usually produces its share
of big plays and Saturday's contest on Jesse Field was no exception. Nevertheless, it is" fair
to focus on two turning points
that allowed Union to remain
undefeated.
After Union had taken a 21-7
lead with 5:31 left in the first
half, Trinity began to strike back.
From his own 26, Joe Shield
found Mike Doetsch on a drag
pattern beneath the Union linebackers. Doetsch, who was substituting for an injured Tim
McNamara, outran a defensive
back to the left sideline and
blazed the remaining 70 yards for
the touchdown.
The Bantam defense held and
a short punt gave Trinity the ball
at their own 42. Shield hit Steve
Donaghy, Doetsch, and Ned Ide
on the next three plays and moved
the Bants to a first down at the
Union 10. Shield then rolled left
and tried to get the ball to Doneghy in the end zone. The Bants'

tight end slipped and Alex Rita
intercepted for the Dutchmen.
"It was mostly my fault," said
Shield of the interception. "I
shouldn't have thrown the ball
to Steve in the first place. I tried
to. force it."
' ,
Not only did the mistake cost
Trinity a possible score but it led
to a Union touchdown with 18
seconds to go in the half. With
the Bants down 28-14 it was hard
to imagine that the game would
have a more important point but
it did.
"We decided to go outside and
pass," explained Trinity coach
Don Miller of a second half offensive attack that left the Bantams on the edge of a comeback
in the third quarter.
Getting to that point wasn't
easy. Trinity moved to the Union
one on their second possession
of the thrid quarter, only to see
Ned Ide fumble on first and goal.
"I had the ball and was just
about to jump in the air when
a guy came through with a great
hit. His helmet knocked the ball
right out," noted Ide.
The senior halfback more than
redeemed himself minutes later.
Trinity faced a fourth and six at
the Union 31 with just over six

Joe Shield runs for 15 yards on an option play in the third quarter.

: photo by John Dalshslm

Tennis 2nd At New Englands
by Priscilla Payne
Sports Staff Writer

coming out victorious after a
sudden default by the Tufts
player in the third set.
In the end, the team title was
on the line in the finals of the
number two singles bracket. Looney fell 7-6,7-5 and Tufts had
the championship by a half point.
Earlier in the • week, Trinity
played Mt. Holyoke in the final
match of the regular season and
crushed Holyoke 9-0. The number one doubles team of Barnes-

The women's tennis team tied
off their season with an excellent
showing in the New Englands this
weekend at Amherst. Tufts precontinued on page 10
dictably turned out to be the
Bantams toughest rival, barely
securing the title 30 points to
Trinity's 291/2.
All of Trinity's players reached
the semifinals with the exception
of the number one doubles team
of Barb Barnes and Chris Sanyardage
and
total
yardage..
by Stephen K. Gellman
den, who ran up against the top
-Four touchdown passes SatSports Editor, ; [ :
seeded team in the first round.
urday, upped Shield's total to, 27,
Reaching the finals were Claire
tying the career record at Trinity.
Although the game ended in
Slaughter (No. 1), Jeanine Loodisappointment, Joe Shield had
ney (No. 2), Sue Greene (No. 3),
-Further, Shield moved closer
a: record' breaking performance
Maria Rosenfeld (No, 5), and the
to all the remaining passing recfor the third-straight week.
second doubles team of Patty
ords . at Trinity. In just five
Shield threw the ball 40 times,
Neumann and Chris Pastore. As by Stephen K. Gellman
games, Shield has thrown for
completing 21 for a school record
the tourney took form, it was Sports Editor
1484 yards leaving him 12 yards ,
400 yards. It was the third conobvious that it would come down and Elizabeth Sobkovshy of the record. He has now
secutive Saturday that Shield had
to the wire between Trinity and Assistant Sports Editor
thrown 486 passes at Trinity, 20
broken the single game yardage
!
Tufts.
.
;
short of the college record. His
record. In addition, the junior
With playoff bid possibly
AH the final matches were
260 completions leaves him within
quarterback broke or tied a vahanging in the balance, the field
against Tufts, except for Roseneasy striking distance of the
riety of records.
hockey team did all it could to
feld, so each was important, deschool record, 315. And.Shield
--Shield's 74 yard touchdown
win a spot in the NIAC tourney,
spite Trinity's lead. Each final
has thrown 12 TD passes in 1983.
pass to Mike Doetsch made him
- defeating Keene State and Weswas well fought, with, Slaughter
The college record is 17.
the all-time leader in both passing
leyan this week.
The win over Keene St. was
most impressive. KSC came to
Trinity, Thursday, sporting a 140 record and ranked fourth nationally in Division II. They left
. with a 3-2 defeat.
"It (the win) feels great and
it's what we needed if we make
the tourney," commented Trinity
coach Robin Sheppard after the
game. "We hadn't been scored
on in two weeks so. a tough game
is what we needed."
And tough it was. Trinity entered the second half with a 1-0
lead curtesy of. Annie Mathiasen
who knocked a loose ball past
Keene State netminder Kim Heyl
with 7:20 left in the opening half,
Only 1:40 into the second half,
the Bants led 2-0 as Sussie Cutler
scored from 20. yards out on the
left wing. KSC's Pat Bernier
halved the Trinity lead less than
a minute later when she settled
a penalty corner and slapped the
ball into the left corner of the
tVis
cage.
Trinity netniinder Pam Inger- n ' v ? 5 W * - | | T- > 4 C« .•
spll kept the Bantams in front
with a save on a breakaway midway through the half, and Trinity
Where are they looking? Action from the field hockey teams 3-2 win over Keene State, phoio by Greg Accett? regained their two goal lead at

Shield Sets College Pass
Record For Yardage

Sanden had an exciting match,
pulling out the match in two sets,
6-2,6-2. Rosenfeld went three sets
before defeating her opponent.
The win gave the Bantams a
fine 11-2 record for the season,
t h e only two defeats came at the
hands of two Division I
Dartmouth and UOonn.'
Trinity will send the players
that reached the finals in the New
Englands to the Division I championships next weekend,,-,.; t %

Field Hockey Edges
Keene State, 3-2

rv

16:50 when Bonnie Adams scored
on a perfect penalty corner by
Mathiasen.
"All season we were getting
penalty corners and not getting
shots off. Then we started getting
shots but no goals," noted Sheppard. However, in the last four
games the Bantams have scored
four goals directly off corners.
Adam's goal proved to be the
game winner as Keene State
pulled within one at 19:55. • Ingersoll game out of the net to
make a save but the ball got
behind her and Kay Mulcahy put
it into, the unguarded cage.
In the final minute, Judy Peterson twice cleared the ball from
in front of the Trinity net to
preserve the 3-2 margin.
On Tuesday, Trinity had easily
defeated 'winless Wesleyan 6-0.
Weezie Kerr got the Bants off
to a flying start by scoring three
minutes into the contest. Mathiasen extended the lead to two at
16:15 and Kerr completed the
first half scoring with another
goal.
The second half was a repeat
of the first. At 12:56, Cutler
pushed the ball in from directly
in front of the cage. Laura Gill
made the score 5-0 at 17:30 on
a carbon copy of Cutler's score.
Cutler capped the route with a
impressive run that ended in her
second goal of the game.
The J.V. won its only game
of the week, a 5-0 thrashing of
Wesleyan. Nat Perkins recorded
a hat trick for the J.V,.

